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Letting you leap ahead
The successful career program for female doctoral students and postdoctoral researchers

antelope...

is a career program offered by the University of Basel

is aimed at highly qualified young female researchers

helps to plan careers systematically

prepares for leadership and management roles

sharpens the academic profile

is exclusive, concise and free of charge
antelope@university gives you active support in your academic career. Through expert exchange, you will receive advice on your research and career development from an experienced professional of your choice, either here in Switzerland or abroad. A travel allowance will enable you to visit your chosen expert in person in order to expand your academic network and discuss research questions. In addition, you will compile your individual training and coaching program. Coaching will allow you to deal with individual matters relating to research funding, career planning, work/life balance and everyday life as a doctoral student. An exclusive training session on research presentation or negotiation strategies is offered as part of a three-day career camp abroad. This also serves to boost networking and interdisciplinary exchange.

► Application form
antelope@novartis offers you an enriching opportunity to take an in-depth look at career questions and career prospects in the world of business and academia, and also to gain an insight into a global corporation. An experienced executive at Novartis will accompany you throughout the program and coach you on career questions and career development, as well as on networking and reconciling family and career. You will develop important skills and the knowledge you need for a career outside academia through exclusive workshops on thinking style assessments (Herrmann Brain Dominance Instrument), application submission training, including simulated job interviews, and innovative research and production processes.

▶ Application form

**Dates 2018**

**Opening**
1/2 March

**Kick-off Event with Mentors**
19 March

**Unleash your Thinking Potential (HBDI)**
11 April

**Innovative Research@Novartis**
16 May

**Insights in Drug Production**
5 September

**Are you ready?**
16 October

**Closing Event with Mentors**
7 November

**Conference**
16 November
antelope professorship
for female postdoctoral researchers

Dates 2018

Opening
1/2 March

Career Camp
How to apply for a permanent Academic Position
2/3/4 May

Conference
16 November

---

Coaching on Stage
1 Session March/April/May

Coaching Empowerment
2 Sessions May – June

Coaching Career
2 Sessions September – November

Coaching Funding
2 Sessions April – October

antelope professorship accompanies you on your way to becoming a professor by offering you a range of customized, flexible modules. You will undergo intensive appointment training in a three-day career camp. Building on this, an application check will provide an opportunity for your application documents to be appraised by an appointment expert. You choose two individual coaching sessions from the areas career planning, presentation skills, funding and empowerment. Depending on your choice, you will work on future career plans, presentations, specific research proposals and success strategies. As part of the career toolbox, you will have a maximum of CHF 1,000 at your disposal, which you can use for a training measure of your choice to promote your career, such as media training, negotiation or manuscript coaching sessions and meetings with experts.

► Application form
antelope medical professorship
for female postdoctoral researchers

antelope medical professorship is aimed at highly qualified young female scientists at the interface between clinical work and research who are aiming for a professorship. You will receive coaching sessions on fundraising and presentation, during which you will have an opportunity to discuss your specific research proposals and presentations. A peer coaching session developed especially for your needs will help you reflect on your everyday job. Here, the spectrum of topics ranges from assertiveness strategies in hospital work to dealing with conflicts or improving your work/life balance. In addition, you will undergo an exclusive training session on publishing in a three-day career camp, in which you will be able to work on a current paper and optimize it with the help of an expert. As part of the career toolbox, you have a maximum of CHF 1,000 at your disposal, which you can use for a training measure of your choice to promote your career, such as appointment training, negotiation or manuscript coaching sessions and meetings with experts.

Application form

Dates 2018

Opening
1/2 March

Career Camp
How to publish in peer-reviewed Journals
6/7/8 June

Conference
16 November

Coaching on Stage
1 Session March/April/May

Peer Coaching
4 Sessions March – October

Coaching Fundraising
1 Session April/October
antelope overview

- **Expert Exchange**
  - sharing expertise and networking with international experts

- **Mentorship**
  - exchange of ideas on career questions with Novartis executives

- **Career Camp**
  - intensive training on appointment procedures and application check

- **Career Camp**
  - intensive publication training

- **Opening**

- **antelope @university**

- **antelope @novartis**

- **antelope professorship**

- **antelope medical professorship**
“antelope is a prestigious project that not only promotes outstanding young female researchers, but distinguishes the whole university.”

Prof. Dr. Edwin C. Constable, Vice President for Research

For further information on the antelope program, details on the terms of participation, and the application form, visit [www.unibas.ch/antelope](http://www.unibas.ch/antelope)
Contact [antelope@unibas.ch](mailto:antelope@unibas.ch)